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CHAPTER I

Introduction to the Study
This chapter is designed to identify the needs and objectives
of pupil personnel services in Illinois, as defined

by the Office of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI) in its publication, Action
Goals for the Seventies:

An Agenda for Illinois Education, and to identify

the objectives and procedure dealt with in this study.

The procedure des

cribed in this study is based upon the experience offered in a one-year
Title III internship program currently existing in the state;

this study

will hopefully provide one possible way of helping to meet the OSPI goals
for pupil personnel services in Illinois.

A.

Statement of Objective
The

primary thrust of this study will be directed as an attempt to

help realize one of the very important objectives stated in chapter
eight of Action Goals for the Seventies:

An Agenda for Illinois Educa

tion (hereafter refered to as "Action Goals," for the purposes of this
study).

The objective in question is 11Action Objective

the subheading "Pupil Personnel Services."
is to

"·

•

•

SCHOOLS. 111

#3,

listed under

The purpose of this objective

DEVELOP THE PUPIL SERVICE SPECIALIST CONCEPI' IN ILLINOIS
One concept which may help to accomplish that. goal is that

1orfice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, State of
Illinois, Action Goals for the Seventies:
An agenda for Illinois
Education (N.P., 1973) p. ll9.

1

2

of initiating a PPS Specialist training program through the development
of a counseling internship.

The concept of developing and utilizing

PPS Specialists in Illinois education is still in a stage of infancy
as the OSPI reveals with its "Progress Report" of "Action Objective

#3":

The OSPI Pupil Personnel Section has explored the develop
ment of the pupil services specialist concept with organizations
representing al1 four professional areas (guidance, school psy
chology, school nursing, school social work) as well as colleges
and universities in the State that train these professionals.
However, the concept is still in the exploratory st�ges.
Much
more discussion with the professional organizations, public
school personnel, and college and university leaders must take
2
place before implementation of this totally new concept.

Hopefully, the PPS counseling internship discussed in this study
will provide some insights and structure which may prove to be of valuable
assistance in the development of the PPS Specialist concept within the
State of Illinois.

B.

Statement of Procedure
The procedure by which this study hopes to help meet the objective

stated above is through the development of an internship--an internship
for a special kind of school counselor.

The candidate for our intern
.

, .

training program will, upon completion of the internship, be termed a
''pupil personnel services specialist."

This program will strive to

provide the novice counselor with an opportunity to work under the
cognizance of an established pupil personnel specialist.

Upon the com-

pletion of an internship, the new specialist will himself act as a supervisor and model for the novice counselors within an existing school district or area.

The specialist intern will be a person_holding a master's

degree in education with a major field of study in one of the areas of

3

pupil personnel services.

For the purposes of this study, he will have

his training in the field of guidance/counseling services.

This study1s

attention will be concentrated on the guidance field for the sake of
expediency and in order to allow an in-depth focus of a single area for
In addition, the candidate will be pursuing an advanced

the reader.

-year)

(sixth

degree as a specialist in pupil personnel services during
Upon satisfactory completion of his educational pro-

his internship.

gram and internship, the pupil personnel specialist will hopefully be
prepared to assume duties within his chosen personnel services area (in
this case

�

the counseling field)

;

or as a supervisor of the novice coun-

selors or counseling interns within a specified district or area.

..

If he

chooses to act as a supervisor of pupil personnel workers, he will assume
duties as a leader of a "team" approach within the field of pupil personnel
services.

C.

Identification of Needs and Objectives
It is necessary to examine a number of aspects concerning the

development of

a

program of a pupil personnel services specialist (here

after referred to as a PPS Specialist in this study) in accordance with
the objectives of OSPI.

It is important to establish in detail what

types of training will be required of the PPS Specialist during his
internship.

There is a need to establish the types of performance objec-

tives the PPS Specialist will have to meet as a professional educator.
It is also necessary to identif'y the needs and objectives of Illinois
education and build the program to satisfy those needs.

These needs,

the needs of Illinois education, will be t�e determinants for the types
of training and the performance objectives mentioned above.

4

1.

Needs and Objectives of D..linois F.ducation

The first task is to identif'y the needs and objectives to be found
within the realm of pupil personnel services in the State of Illinois.
In doing so, it will first be necessary to identify the philosophy of the
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI) of the State
of Illinois concerning the role of pupil personnel services in the schools.
The source of information used is the OSPI publication, Action Goals for
the Seventies:

An Agenda for Illinois Education.

When working as members of the school staff, pupil personnel
services specialists from the behavioral sciences are assigned re
sponsibilities for carrying out services in support of the instruc
tional program. Working individually with pupils, parents, teachers
or other professionals, they should assess learning potential, fos
ter social and emotional growth, analyze rates of achievement,
safeguard physical health, and allow each pupil to optimally profit
from classroom instruction. A pupil personnel services team,
working collectively with school personnel, develops the abilities
of the school staff to more efficiently identify problems and
3
resources and to arrive at the best "Way to deal with problems.
2.

�listic Training Approach

In accordance with the ideas above, it may be assumed that the PPS
Specia.list rs training should emphasize a 11holistic 11 approach to his
learning experience.

His internship should cover an expanse which
.

.

'Will include work with students, parents, and teachers, in school, at
home and in the conmrunity at large.

He 'Will need the professional skills

learned during his formal education, in addition to the intern training
Wich will provide the· essential experientia.l learning that can only be
gained through on-the-job-training.4
3

As a result of the diverse nature

Ibid.' p. 117.

�

onald A. Fredric�son and Charles F. Popken � "SARGO: A Training
Program for Directors of Guid.ance Services, " Counselor F.ducation and
Supervision, XI (June, 1972), 302-3.

5
of the PPS Specialists• role, it may be assumed that a "team" approach
would be a most expedient method of accomplishing his duties.

He must

be able to deal not only with the academic and emotional well-being of
his students, but with their appropriate social and physical adjustments
also.5
Although schools are trying to assume responsibility for
preparing individuals for participation in society, many students
encounter barriers which prevent them from maximum development of
their potential.
It is evident that schools must deal with all
facto::s whigh can prevent a student from having a rewarding
experience.

3.

Team Approach to Pupil Personnel Services

Herein lies the basis of the 11holistic" approach; an approach with
which the entire person is viewed and an attempt is made to integrate
his development in all areas of growth.

The team approach, viewing
. .

each case as a "whole," should utilize persons filling billets within the
school personnel services, allowing the PPS Specialist access to a great
pool of invaluable lru:man aid resources.

The PPS Specialist.'·$. exposure

to appropriate training experiences and the concept of his work within
a "team" approach will be described in greater detail later in the study.
In order for schools to come closer to the goal of pro
viding the most comprehensive and meaningful educational
program for each pupil, delivery of' instructional and sup
plementary services must be increased. An increase in
services could be effected by adding more professionals to
But tl;lis procedure would be costly and
the school staff.
could invite inefficiency and uncoordinated service.7
5 Qf'f'ice of the Superintendent of' Public Instruction, Action Goals ... ,
p. ll9.
6Ibid.' p. ll7 .

7

Ibid. ' p. ll8.

6
Inherent in the statement above from "Action Goals" is the concern
that with an expansion of pupil personnel services comes an increase
. .

in costs.

However, the concept of utilizing the PPS Specialist for

supplementation and expansion of services should bring about little need
for cost increases due to a very basic aspect of the team approach.
This very important aspect of the team concept is that of utilizing
the existing personnel in the various service areas and using them
.

. .

more efficiently by identification:arid referral of "target cases 11; i.e. ,
the team will decide which service or services can best satisfy the needs
of each case, thus helping to eliminate inaccurate diagnosis and
avoiding inappropriate therapy.
A second concern inherent in the above statement is that with an
increase in services may come a decrease of coordination between services
..

Once again, the PPS Specialist utilizing his team approach may well
serve to alleviete the concern of a deficit in service coordination.
F.a.ch case brought before the team will be assessed by its members
.

collectively so that all will remain
progress of each case.

curr ent

with the diagnosis and

The OSPI understands the dynamics of the team

approach to support the team concept in the following statement taken
f'rom Action Goals for the Seventies.

Pupil personnel services specialists have generally
had little opportunity to work with each other and are uncertain
about the functions each profe$sional is trained to carry out.
(Frequently, they also are uninformed about the objectives and
organization of the school). Mobilizing these professionals into
a common service unit or team is a necessary first step for
increasing the capability of delivering more effective and
efficient services to pu.pils.8
8
Tuid.

•

7

4.

Definition of Pupil Personnel Areas

It may be assumed from the above statement that there is a need for
better understanding of job functions horizontally among the personnel
services, an W1derstanding which the proposed personnel services team
may help to provide.

However, there is still a need for a team leader,

a PPS Specialist who bas had some cross-training and orientation in the
various pupil services fields, to include those which lie outside the
schools.

A more complete description of the PPS Specialists' training

will be given in a later chapter of this study, entitled "Intern
Training."

Further information concerning the PPS Specialists' role

in the team concept starts on p.

of this study.

Once again, the OSPI

reveals the importance of pupil services within the educational structure "to assist each pupil in achieving instructional goals," in the
following quote from "Action Goals.119
Although the teacher holds a pivotal position in the
educational process, the services supplied by pupil services
specialists (counselors, school psychologists, school social

workers, school nurses, and nutritionists) are needed to
assist each pupil in achieving instructiqnal goals�
Pupil
services specialists hold skills, largely W'ltapped, of sotential
1
value for inducing curriculum alternatives and change.
This study will deviate slightly from the above OSPI concept in its
specific definition of pupil personnel specialist areas.

The definition

within this study will include coW'lselors, school psychologists and
school social workers as pupil services specialists, but will not
include school nurses and nutritionists in its definition.

The reason

for. limiting the definition is that PPS specialists will be drawn only
9Ibid., p. ll7.
lO

ibid.

8

from the first three fields.

Nevertheless, this study does recognize

the absolute necessity of closely monitoring the physiological wellbeing of students and acknowledges iill.a.t pupil personnel services do indeed
have responsibility for the identification and referral of students with
physiological needs.

To further clarify, the nurses and nutritionists

may well indeed be a part of the personnel services "team," but they will
,.

..

'

not be trained for duties as PPS Specialists unless, of course, they
have backgrounds in formal education and field experience commensurate
'

with that given in the chapter of this study entitled "Intern Training."
It is also necessary to reiterate that although school psychologists and
school social workers are acceptable candidates for the role of PPS
..

.

Specialists, this study will concentrate primarily on the case of the
school counselor as a potential PPS Specialist.

CHAPTER II
Review of Related Literature
A.

Introduction
The material dealt with in this chapter should be considered as

basically functional to the construction of the study as any later
references may be.

All resource material considered extraneous to the

core of this study has been excluded from this chapter and may be
referred to in the bibliography.

This chapter will briefly outline

the concepts and designs of pupil personnel services in other programs
which have been found pertinent to this study.

There has been very

little information published concerning the concept of a Pupil Personnel
Services Specialist at the public school level.

M:>st professional

literatur� concerned with pupil personnel services is directed at the
higher education level.
This study has been designed to concur with the philosophy concerning
the role of pupil personnel services in the public schools as it is expounded by the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools in its "Policies and Standards for the Approval of Secondary
Schools. "

'

The association has stated its pupil personnel standard

.. :t�sly:
Balanced and comprehensive pupil personnel services shall
be provided for all students and particularly those unable to
gain maxi.mum benefit from usual school experiences without
specialized educational programs.
The school system shall

9

10

provide the personnel, facilities, and materials required to
meet satisfactorily the specialized needs of its students.11
B.

Fredrickson and Popken
One concept fairly well aligned with the PPS Specialist concept

is that of "Director of Guidance Services."

The employment of a direc-

tor of guidance services within the public schools has become intensive
in a nmnber of states and works to accomplish many of the goals
commensurate with that of the PPS Specialist.1 2

Ronald H. Fredrickson

and Charles F. Popken have written an article for Counselor F.ducation and
Supervision entitled "SARGO:
Guidance Services.�

A Training Program for Director of

The article reviews recent attempts to develop

training experiences and job responsibilities for guidance directors in
the public schools.
Responsibilities of the position have been divided between
administration and guidance functions. Both functions re
quire specific training for the prospective director of
guidance. Such training lias generally been offered by one of
two methods: courses in a
stration of guidance or
in.formal on-the-job training.

��

Fredrickson and Popken recognize the need for both formal and
in.formal training in the areas of both administration and guidance
£'unctions.

However, they also realize that the training needs of the

guidance director have still not been met when they state that:
llNorth Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools,
"Policies and Standards for the Approval of Secondary Schools," North
Central Association Quarterly, XLVI (Summer, 1971), 188.
1 2Fredrickson and Popken, "SARGO
13Thid.

•

•

•

, " p. 302.

11

Neither of these methods has been totally adequate.
Training
on the job involves real people in real situations and implies
the risk of real harm in the event of incorrect decisions or
actions by a director of guidance.
While free of risk, courses
in administration have also been free of realism and relevance.14

It would appear that the concept of an internship in the developmental
training of a PPS Specialist would satisfy the criticism that training
is unreal or irrelevant because the internship is accomplished within
an actual school setting.

It would also serve to satisf'y the criticism

of its potential for "real harm" due to inexperience, because the program
of internship training designed in this study is accomplished under the
cognizance of an established PPS Specialist and with the cooperation of
a PPS team.

The SAR.GO (Simulated Administration of a Regular Guidance

Operation) concept does take an important step toward reality training
as "a program in which realistic training is provided in a risk-free
setting. 1115

The PPS internship, however, does not take all the risk

out of the training experience, but risk is rather a part of it.
theless, to reiterate, the risk is tempered greatly

Never

by the presence

of the supervising PPS Specialist and other professional personnel
workers on the PPS team.
An important concept developed in the "training" chapter of this

study is that of the PPS team within the school setting.

The PPS intern

is a functioning member of that team and his participation as a PPS
team member is designed as an integral part of his training.
-

.

The SAR.GO

,

model is also aware of the team concept of training (although it is not
labeled such).

"SAR.GO is the title for a series of hypothetical guidance

12

activities representing tasks frequently encountered by directors of
guidance.1116

The SARGO model breaks its guidance director's training

into task areas termed "areas of interaction."
The seven major areas of interaction were determined by a
review of the literature relating to guidance directors'
duties. The major areas involved interactions with (a)
administrators, (b) counselors, (c) teachers, (d) parents,
(e) students, (f) coIIlllIWlity resource agencies, and (g)
others, which included pubTic relations interaction and
professional affiliations. 7
The SARGO training model offers a great stride forward in the
training of guidance directors and in the formation of a team concept.
It is hoped that this study will offer as much to the training and
development of a PPS Specialist.
C.

Lindberg
A second source of information concerned with the training of

PPS workers comes from Robert

E.

Lindberg's article in The Personnel

and Guidance Journal, entitled "PPS Director:
Educator?"

Administrator or Counselor

11,ndberg, a director of high school pupil personnel services,

is another professional who contends that the traditional counselor
education curriculum is unrealistic and inadequate.

Many of his ideas

and concerns in the pupil personnel area are in agreement with those
found within this study.

For example, Lindberg acknowledges the need

for more effective team work between teachers and school personnel
workers.

He proposes.that formal training, much like the "inservice

16Ibid., p. 303.
17Ibid.
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workshops" discussed in Chapter III of this study, should be effected
for teachers and PPS yorkers through inservice programs.

Lindberg

suggests:
A counseling inservice program for teachers to improve Yorking
relationships betYeen teachers and counselors and to give
teachers some counseling skf
s to increase their effectiveness
in working \Ii th students

SJ.

•

•

•

Another parallel may be dra\ln betyeen Lindberg's role of the PPS
director described in his article and the role of the PPS Specialist
proposed in this study.

This study suggests that one of the PPS

Specialist's primary functions \Jill be that of a supervisor--not only·
of the established personnel services team, but of the intern training
program as Yell.

Lindberg's program realizes that a "heavy emphasis

of inservice training also has a significant impact on the role of the
director. nl9
Nevertheless, there is a difference betYeen the impact of that
inservice training upon Lindberg's PPS director and upon that of the PPS
Specialist described in this study.
he

"· · ·

Lindberg's director may find that

is noy cast into a role in Yhich he is f1.ll1ctioning primarily

as a counselor educator," (as a result of the inservice training program). 20
HoYever, the PPS internship training requires a great deal of autonomy
on the part of the intern and the role of the PPS Specialist is left
primarily as that of PPS team leader, to meet yhatever needs are
considered important in the area of pupil personnel services.
18Robert E. Lindberg, "PPS Director:

Administrator or Counselor?";

The Personnel and Guidance Journal, (Washington, D.C. :
American Personnel
and Guidance Association, 1972), p. 196.
Nov. 1972, Vol. 51, No. J.
19Ibid.
2 0Ibid.

14
D.

Falik, Grinnn., Preston and Konno
A third source which complements certain aspects of this study is

one found in the September, 1971 issue of The School Counselor.

Falik,

Grimm, Preston and Konno have co-authored an article entitled, "Evaluating
the Impact of the Counseling-Learning Team on the Elementary School."
.
As this study proposes that its PPS team be designed to fit the function
of its host institution, Falik and company propose the following:
The essence of the model involves these professionals [the
counseling-learning team member§7 working together in a
simultaneous and coordinated fashion, while at the same
time offering their unique individual skills. The effect
is to develop a generic pupil personnel service, tailored
to the nature of the elementary school, and recognizing
the importance of f� active teacher participation in
the guidance program. 1
•

The

•

.

article also supports another contention found within this

study--the contention that a counselor (or in the case of this study,
the PPS counseling intern) must fill a nmnber of roles if he is to
be success:f'u.l in dealing with all of the problems pertinent to his
position.

Falik and company state that:

As a member.of the counseling-learning team, the counselor
had many roles to fulfill. To the students the counselor pro
jected the image of a friend and confidant
For the
teacher the counselor strived to be an active listener,
as well as through being a resource and consultant
who participated in the classroom activities. For the
administrator the counselor was ally
Without becoming
identified as an administrator. For the parents the
counselor facilitated and furthered understanding between
22
the parents and teachers and between the parents and children.
•

•

•

.

•

.

•

•

•

.

21Louis H. Falk,° Mary Grimm, Fannie Preston, Thomas Konno, "Evalua
ting the Impact of the Counseling-Learning Team on the Elementary School,"
The School Counselor, (Washington, D. C.: American Personnel and Guidance
Association, 1971), p. 25. Sept 1971, Vol. 19, No. 1.
•

22Ibid., p. 33

.
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The statements above are in agreement with a number of concepts
expounded upon within this study.

This study acknowledges that the

PPS counseling intern will have to fulfill many roJe s, that he will
have to work closely with teachers and within classrooms.

This study

stresses the importance of communication and understanding between
PPS workers and administrators and identifies as equally important
the autonomous nature that must be maintained by the PPS worker.

This

study also recognizes the need for, and proposes PPS training that will
hopef'ully attain, parental involvement in the PPS program.

It is hoped

that this study will have as much success with the utilization of its
team concept as the "Counseling-Learning Team" had, as described in the
summary of the article by Falik and company.
The team effort--the working together of a learning specialist,
administrator, and counselor--had a much greater impact
on the school and on the function of the individual specialists
than their individual work alone could ever have. The fact
that this team was available full-time contributed greatly
to its impact.
In addition, there is much more involved in
the team approach than particular skills.
The team must
attune itsel.f to its ovm interpersonal and staff relations.
The need for mature act lizing collaboration among
�
personnel is essential.
This study, too, is concerned with an "available, full-time" team.
It is concerned with a very complete PPS team and especially with one
particular member of that team--the PPS counseling intern--and the
training which will one day qualify him as a PPS Specialist.

E.

Heath

A final source of information related to certain concepts in this
study is an article in the winter, 1970 edition of Counselor Education
23Ibid.' p. 37.
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and Supervision by B.R.G. Heath entitled "Needed a Professional Identity:
Aces or Jokers?"

Heath's article is concerned with the idea that "The

problem of defining counselor role and function has a fundamental
relationship to training process and occupational requirements.1124

Heath's

article recognizes that the established role of the counselor has often
been one that has required
belong.

him

to function in areas where he does not

The following quote states his contention quite graphically.

The counselor, however, is typically called upon to fulfill
a multitude of conflicting and d emanding roles. Such
functions, because of their sometime contradictory nature,
tend to erode and obfuscate professional integrity and iden
tity. Meaningful and efficient division of labor argues
that, within a single setting, no one individual, or several,
each performing the same job can accomplish even moderately
well these prescribed tasks. The counselor certainly needs to
be a ''man for all seasons," but hardly a "jack of all trades."25
This study will deal constructively with the two major issues
inherent in Heath's statement above.

The remediation of the major ills

cited by Heath (role clarification as applied to job functions, and
the establishment of a "professional" identity) is proposed by the
development of a team concept in pupil personnel services.
concept is explained in Chapter

IV

The team

of this study and proposes that role

identification and job functions are matters involving an entire team
consensus.

Individual problems and job functions may be diagnosed and

evaluated by the entire PPS team, therefore somewhat alleviating the
possibilities of unfairness to any individual team member.

The development

of the PPS Specialist concept will also most assuredly have a positive
effect on the establishment of more "professional identity" for PPS
24B.R.G. Heath, "Needed a Professional Identity: Aces or Jokers?"
Counselor F<lucatjon and Supervision (Washington, D.C.: American Personnel
and Guidance Association, 1970), p. 126. Winter, 1970, Vol. 9, No. 2.
25Ibid.
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workers, not only because of the extended training time required by
the program, but by the quality of training received in the program as
well.
Heath is also an advocate of including an internship in the training
program of the would-be counselor.

He, too, regards the internship as

an expedient vehicle to professional competency.

"The concept of the

paid annual internship prior to certification would provide ample opportunity for the talented student to experience first-hand the workings of
the school as

institution.11

an

26

This study heartily endorses Heath's

contention of the value of an internship and further contends that the
concept of a PPS Specialist serving as

an

intern supervisor supports

Heath's belief that "There need be no erosion of campus quality control
or institutional standards if adequate supervision is authorized.1127
Part of Heath's "Conclusion" in his article would fit well into the
conclusion of this chapter as he looks at the over-all scope of effect
that counselor education programs currently possess.
It seems axiomatic that those institutions still committed
to a single year of counselor education are archaic, shoddy,
and ineffectual. It is not within the purpose or scope of
the present paper to propose an ideal or optimal educational
experience for would-be school counselors. Certainly training
procedures need a broadening as well as deepening emphasis.
Trainees
need experience in working with their colleagues
in the schools, especially in those matters concerning
strategies for change. If it is true, as this paper suggests,
that administrative personnel are suspicious of the interpersonal
mission of counseling, as it is presently practiced, we can
win them over by aemonstrating the effectiveness of the
counselor-consultant.28
•

•

•

26
Ibid. , p. 129.
27Thid.
28Ibid., p. 130.
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This study is intended to pick up where Heath's paper has stopped.
It is the purpose of this study to propose a more optimal experience for
"would-be counselors" and PPS Specialists.

The following chapter, entitled

"PPS Specialist Training," will describe specific training areas for
the proposed PPS counseling internship on a second year graduate level.
It is the intention of this paper to provide the PPS intern with training
experiences of "a broadening as wel

l

as deepening emphasis.1129

CHAPTER III
PPS Specialist Training
This chapter is devoted to the development of an understanding of the
training techniques employed by the PPS Specialist Internship Program as
defined by this study, and how they relate to the ··Action Goals· concepts
as set forth earlier in Chapter I.

This study shall examine each con

cept within the PPS Specialist's intern training program in relation to
its role in helping to serve the needs of Illinois education in the realm
of pupil services.

The first task to be dealt with in this chapter is

the identification of the training model to be used in the internship
training program.
A.

Identification of M::>del
The method of training to be utilized by this study in the grooming

of a prospective PPS Specialist will be modeled after one of the Title
III

programs currently operating in Illinois.

The central office of the

model program is located at Jefferson Junior High School, Mattoon
Conmrunity Unit #2, in Mattoon, Illinois.

The program is identified as

the "Intensive Care Unit,11 and will hereaftei: be referred to as the I.C.U.
for purposes of this �tudy.

The I.C.U. program at Jefferson employs

three counseling Interns (one at Jefferson and one at each of the two
elementary schools involved in the project), one psychologist intern
and one instructional media intern.

It is important to keep in mind

that the primary emphasis of this particular paper will be upon the
duties and training experiences of the counseling interns.

19

Therefore,
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this chapter on training will be developed far more extensively than the
other chapters. For the reader's information, the brief statement of
P,UTPOSe of the Mlttoon Title III program as described below is an excerpt
taken from a section of the program entitled An Intern Proposal for
Counselors, School Psychologists, Social Workers and Special F<lucation
Teachers in the Intensive Care Unit (hereafter referred to as "An Intern
Proposal").
The Intensive Care Unit (I.C.U.) program at Jefferson Junior
High School is a Type A Socially Maladjusted Program that comprises
twenty students in the seventh and twenty students in the eighth
grade. Students fall within one standard deviation of the mean on
the Weschler Intelligence Scale for Children. They are at' least
two grade levels below grade placement as measured by the Metro
politan Achievement Test, Form AM. They have further been referred
to the I.C.U. program by psychological referral by the Eastern
Dlinois Special F<lucation Unit, teacher referral from the con
tributing elementary school and/or parent referral.JO
Another excerpt from "An Intern Proposal" lists a few of the
activities which involve counseling interns (or� for our purposes, PPS
Specialists interns) in the developement of the ''holistic" approach to
working with students.
Individualized instruction, child management programs, teaching
team encounter and planning groups, student aides, parent groups,
classroom meetings and individual and group counseling are all
utilized to make a massive and holistic approach to the high risk
student in the r.c.u. program.31
It is obvious from the above statement that although the PPS Specialist's
internship will cover a broad expanse of experiential training, each
JORichard Keith James� "An Intern Proposal for Counselors, School
Psychologists, Social Workers and Special F.ducation Teachers in the
Intensive Care Unit" (unpublished proposal, Title III E.S.E.A. 307-1-72
Illinois Grant), p. 1.
31Tuid.
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individual aspect of that training will be concerned with its potential
effect on the student's life.

One discrepancy between the I.C.U. intern

training concept and that of this study, is that the PPS Specialist's
training is designed to deal with all students, rather than only those
classified as "Type A Socially Maladjusted."

Depending upon the situation

in his district, the PPS Specialist may receive his training within any
or all of the different educational settings whether it be elementary,
junior high or high school level.

B.

The Team Approach
The first concept we will consider in the development of the PPS

Specialist's training program is that of utilizing a team approach in
the realm of pupil services in the public schools.

The need for the

development of a pupil personnel services team in the school is
identified in "Action Goals}';: the following statement w.s initially
presented starting on page three of this study and is repeated here to
reemphasize the importance of the team approach to the field of pupil �)
personnel services.
When working as members of the school staff, pupil personnel
services specialists from the behavioral sciences are assigned
responsibilities for carrying out services in support of the
instruct.ional program. Working individua.lly with pupils,
parents, teachers, or other professionals, they should assess
learning potential, foster social and emotional growth, analyze
rates of achievement, Safeguard physical health, and allow
each pupil to optimally profit from classroom instruction. A
pupil personnel ·services team, working collectively with school
personnel develops the abilities of the school staff to more
efficiently and effectively identify problems and resources and
to arrive at the best w.y to deal with problems.32
32
0ffice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Action
Goals
, p. ll?.
•

•

•
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This statement asserts that the team approach to dealing with
..

students' problems is more "efficient" and "effective," and is
therefore in. keeping with the ·:Action Goals·· Action Objective #1, to
"

•

•

•

implement the new team approach to pupil personnel services.1133

In accordance with that objective, this study proposes that its PPS

Specialist intern training be accomplished within the framework of a
team concept.

By

doing so, our candidate is being groomed for the

position he may one day hold as the hub of a pupil personnel services
team.

The following information from "An Intern Proposal" will out-

line the rationale for the team concept to be employed during the PPS
Specialist's intern training.
Team intern approach: A great problem has been the seemingly
inability of various disciplines in pupil personnel services
to effectively understand the role of other disciplines in the
field. Thus, when possible, school psychologist, counselors,
social workers and speci
education teachers will be com
j
bined into intern teams.

t

The PPS Specialist intern will be working with other people training
in various pupil services areas, as well as with the school district's
permanently employed staff of professional pupil personnel services
workers.

The rationale behind initiating an effective team approach to

the intern training is one that carries throughout the educational
spectrum from the I.C.U. program dealing with underachieving and socially
maladjusted students, to the less specialized public schools dealing
with the full range of student tyi:e s.

This rationale·.:is supported by a

statement from "An Intern Proposal. "
33Ibid.' p. ll8.
34James; "An Intern Proposal

• • •

, " p. 5.
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This program not only offers interns in pupil personnel
services an opportunity for on site experiences with socially
maladjusted students but also offers an excellent opportunity
to become involved in a dynamic team approach in solving
crucial social, psychological, and educational problems that
confront the contemporary school.35
Working within the framework of a team approach, the PPS Specialist
intern should develop a much broader base of experience during his training
period.

He will have an opportunity to interact with each branch of

pupil services in a meaningful, active way.

His experience with the

team approach will be extremely valuable to him in the areas of problem
diagnosis and referral.

He will be more readily capable of understanding

the roles and tools of his fellow workers in the various pupil services
areas.

One of the concerns of the OSPI is that there is a criticism

of schools "for their inability to accurately evaluate student strengths
and weaknesses. 1136

One of the strengths of the team approach to pupil

personnel services is that the team can evaluate strengths and weaknesses
(as well as diagnose and treat student problems) more accurately than
than an individual working alone.
There is another very important team member who has not as yet
been mentioned, although it is he who is capable of §ti-pplying a great
store of very valU!!l: ble information on each of his students .

The person

in question is the teacher, the member of the school staff who is ex-

posed to students more than anyone else.

Those persons working with

the I . C .U. staff recognize the importance of the teacher ' s role in
their program and have established a team within the ranks of the
teachers themselves .
J5Ibid. , P . 1.
3 60ffice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Action Goals

p . 117.

•

•

•

,
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A teaching team utilizing the counselor as project director,
two language arts-social studies teachers and a mathematics

and a science teacher compose the team, with the exception
of one new teacher, the five man te
all have master ' s degrees
�'
in some facet of special education.

Once again , this study 1 s suggested requirements for teacher involvement
will differ somewhat from that of the

I. C . U.

program, but teacher

participation in the PPS Specialist ' s intern training team is nevertheless considered a necessity.

The teacher participating as a team

member with the pupil services personnel in the PPS Specialist ' s
training program will not be required to hold a master ' s degree. Rather
it will be the responsibility of the PPS Specialist intern to approach
the teacher in his own educational community in a

manner

that will enlist

the cooperation and interest of all teachers for the task of dealing
with the "whole1' · . student .

If the teachers need more refined com.muni-

cation skills or if they are deficit in the understanding of the benefits
and concerns of pupil personnel services, it lies inc�bent upon the '
PPS SpeQialist intern to develop those skills in the teachers and to
provide opportunities for ,better understanding between teachers and
pupil services workers in respect to·�their differentiated roles and
objectives.

This task will be an 'extremely difficult undertaking for

the PPS Specialist intern in many instances, but it � indeed be a
valuable training experience.

M3.ny teachers will be reluctant

to cooperate (for any number of reasons) , and the PPS Specialist
.
intern will have to deal with each one individually.

This method

of learning to deal with problems according to their own special set
of circumstances fits within the concept of developmental training .

37Jame s , ''An Intern Proposal.

•

•

,

"

p.

1.
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The concept of developmental training is very practical in that it will
probably be the intern ' s greatest source of learning once he has as sumed
the duties of a PPS Specialist upon completion of his training.
r.c.u.

The

program views the intern ' s developmental training thusly:

Developmental training: The intern will learn certain aspects
of the program developmentally. He will take an active part
in facets of the program under the direct supervision of
the project director and will literally "learn as he goes . "
Innovative ideas with director supervision will be encouraged.38
The

r.c.u.

definition of developmental training fits well within this

paper ' s concept of developmental training.

The PPS Specialist intern

wi.ll assume an active role in many parts of the program wherein his only
P!ior source of personal experience is his formal theory and he will
learn to adapt to each situation as it develops and will therefore function
in accordance with his own ingenuity.

The intern's supervisor will work

closely with the intern in areas of developmental training inc- order to
insure that no harm come to the intern or to the people with whom he is
working .
Once again, it is important to stress the need for the teacher ' s
involvement in order to obtain a truly holistic view of the student and,
in accordance with the entire team, to attack the students' problems
accordingly.

The team will operate as a unit, with each m�er having

an equal voice in its operation and direction, including the PPS
Specialist intern.
will

The PPS Specialist serving as the intern supervisor

be the hub of the pupil personnel services team and will necessarily

act as team leader.

His duties will be oriented primarily to the task

of maintaining open and responsible conmrunication between the members of
J8 Ibid. , p . 2.
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the team, so that they may work cooperatively toward the solution of
each problem.

His role within the team is not that of decision making

or one of authoritarian leadership,
with the other team members.

but one of eq ual responsibility

His role is separate, but equal--he is

the center of team operation which filters input from the other members,
with each member having his own separate but eq ua l responsibility to the
effective functioning of the group.

The following diagram illustrates

what components may be utilized in the construction of a team.

However,

a team may vary gr�atly from that illust rated, in accordance with the
needs of the individual school dist rict and the personnel available in
the school and co
mmun ity.

_
r-�
r-...,.Spec
-11- .. ia.\-is·;l_
_
_n.
!.
t
f'_
n.,)
e_
I

*These people are not usually considered as part of the front-line
team, but are primarily used as resource and referral persoh s.
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C.

Definition of Specific Training Categories
The previous sections have given a general orientation concerning

the role of the PPS Specialist and have drawn a blueprint which establishes
his duties across interdisciplinary lines in the social servi c e s , both
within the context of the school as well as outside the school.

Although

there is now some basic understanding of the PPS Specialist ' s role, it is
important to examine more specifically what functions he performs in the
fulfillment of th.at role.

In order to explain what particular skills

and professional job functions the PPS Specialist must satisfy, it will

be necessary to investigate the specific training experiences required
of the PPS Specialist intern.

By studying the development of the intern

training program, this paper will provide an in-depth perspective of the
expectations which may later confront the intern as a certified PPS
Specialist.
While working with the program, the PPS Specialist intern ' s training
will fall within two major categories.

One of these training divisions

incorporates the use of inservice workshops and the other method of
training is that of the previously defined developmental training.
Both areas of the training program will be examined in depth, identifying
specifically what experiences are to be provided during the PPS Specialist
internship .

It is also important to emphasize that this training is

designed to prepare the intern to serve as a true professional upon
completing the proposed PPS Specialist program.

D.

Inservice Workshops
The first division of the intern training program to be developed

by the sponsoring program is that involving the inservice workshops.
These workshops will be

run

independently of the intern ' s formal education
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as provided by the university and are intended to serve as supplements
to the intern ' s formal education.

The inservice workshops will be fur

ther divided into four areas of study, to include :

training in behavior

management and interpersonal communication skills; maintenance of records;
the program 's philosophy concerning counseling approaches; institutional
organization and program familiarization.

1.

Behavior Management and Communication Skills

This paper will now turn its attention to the area of inservice
workshop training which deals with the development of behavior management
and interpersonal conmrunication skills.

It is important to reemphasize

that this training is designed to supplement , rather than to replace,
the intern ' s background in formal education.

The training received in

the behavior management conmrunication skills will be molded to fit the

/

particular program within which the prospective PPS Specialist will be
working.

Using the I.C.U� program as an example, it is understood that

the program puts emphasis upon the use of such techniques as those of
positive reinforcement, behavior baselining and value clarification.
The students who participate in the I . C . U. program are most responsive
to certain techniques--such as social and material reinforcement; therefore,
the development of connnensurate personnel workers ' skills ( e . g . , learning
the methods for tabulation of frequency of target behaviors)
during inservice training.

is stressed

Student social needs are also largely respon-

. sible for the design of inservice training.

For example, the I.C.U.

students have been identified as "socially maladjusted " and the use of
value clarification techniques (e.g . , Glasser ' s concept of classroom
meetings) has appeared to be effective within the

r . c·. U . situation.

Another important factor which helps to determine the specific
subject matter of the I.C.U. inservice workshops is that of a strong
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need for staff cooperation--the effective and coordinated functioning
of all staff members is imperative when working within the "team"
concept .

Therefore, inservice training for I. C . U.

staff members is

designed to include a good deal of exposure to the development of inter
A variety of devices are employed in an

personal conmrunication skills.

attempt to develop those skills, including such tools as a human
pote.ntial laboratory (which aeals with the motivational patterns of its
participants) , basic encounter approaches to problem situations, and
the use of instructional media such as tape recorders and video-tape
players for feedback purposes.
The inservice workshop in behavior management and communication
skills areas

run

by the

I . C .U.

program serve merely as examples of the

types of training that may be useful in training the p�ospective PPS
Specialist and the team members with whom he will be learning and
working.

Naturally, each program must develop and adapt its own

special training requirements to its particular needs.

2.

Maintenance of Records

A second area of concern with which the inservice workshops should
deal is that concerning the maintenance of records.

During his inservice

training period, the PPS Specialist intern should learn to establish and
maintain accurate, helpful records concern.ing his students ' individual
situations and development.

He should first learn that the records he

keeps are confidential and that their primary purpose is to provide
help for the student.
above all useable .

The records should be organized, accurate and
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The intern should also learn that record.keeping must show some
significant continuity if they are to be of continuing value .
records should assist the personne� worker

in

The

the logical development

of individual problem evaluation and diagnosis.

The I.C . U. program

views this method of record maintenance as an intregal part of its
summary evaluation procedure of individual student cases.
"An

The program ' s

Intern Proposal" states that, "The intern· will collect, integrate

and prognose individual progression in the I . C.U. program.

He will

assist in making evaluations and recommendations for future courses of
action based on his findings . 1139
3.

Defining School Counseling Philosophy

A third subject which the inservice workshops should deal with is

that of defining for the PPS Specialist intern e:xactly what the counseling
philosophy of the school is.
him

The intern must lrnow what is expected of

in terms of professional skills usage, in terms of his relation to

the school staff and in relation to limits that he will have to work
within (to compensate for what may be donsidered "liberal" counseling
practices) .
4.

Institutional Organization and Program Familiarization

The final concern of the inservice workshops should be that of
facilitating an understanding of the schoo l ' s organizational structure-
its personnel structure and its institutional rules•

This part of the

workshop training should deal not only with the formal organizational
structure , but with the informal workings of the system as well.
39 Ibid . ' p . 4.

The
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PPS · Specialist inter
n
. will be a functioning member of the school staff
and will be far more effective if he understands exactly how the school
operates, both formally and in.formally.

If the intern understands not

only the authority structure among the members of the staff, but their
individual methods of operation as well, he will have to invest far less
of his valuable intern training time and effort in learning to adjust
to the situation at hand.

Rather , he will feel more confident in his

working role and will be freer to set his own course in relation to his
performance of duties.

He will be less defensive and will not be

timidly peeping around institutional corners to assure himself that
he is not violating any secret rules or sacred organizational rites.
A· vigorous attempt should be made during the inservice workshops to
establish rapport between the intern and the school staff

( the

comnruni

cation skills training should facilitate some sense of identification
and understanding between the workshop participants ) .
The inservice workshop can serve as an invaluable source of learning
for the prospective PPS Specialist, and its greatest value lies in the
fact that it is adapted to fit the specific needs of the home institution .
It is obvious that the training received through the inservice workshop
will be quite valid because it is directly based upon the operation of
the sponsoring program.

E.

Developmental Training
As it is with the case of the inservice workshop described above , the

internls developmental training experience is designed as an experience
supplementary to his formal university education.

It is training designed

to fit the particular needs of the program in· which our prospectiYe
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PPS Specialist is participating.
developmental training may
may be found on page

A brief restatement of definition for

be helpful at this point ( a formal definition

of this study) .

Developmental training shall

occur whenever the intern takes an active learning role in any nmn.ber
of areas of the sponsoring program wherein his only prior source of
experience bas been within the realm of formal education.

The intern

supervisor (an active PPS Specialist) will be in close contact with the
intern ' s developmental training experience in order to insure that the
intern 1 s endeavors are appropriate.

In accordance with the rest of this

paper , the analysis and explanation of developmental tra ining

w:i:ll be

illustrated by exemplifying the role of the counseling intern as it
applies to this particular aspect of training within the r.c.u. program.
The scope of developmental training in relation to the role of the
counseling intern is broad indeed, and it is therefore necessary to give
a correspondingly broad view of the intern ' s duties within the I . C . U . pro
However, for the sake of brevity, each area of training enmn.erated

gram.

in this section will

1.

be condensed as much a s is practical.

Group Counseling

One very important area of developmental· train.ing for the counseling
intern is that of group comiseling.

This is indeed an area where personal

experience is invaluable, especially when the intern ' s experience is
supplemented with professional supervision.

The I . C . U . program hopes

that most counselor intervention will take pla ce within the classroom
setting (using the classroom meeting technique) .

"However, if group

counseling is required, the intern will be used as a co-helper in the
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group.

The Ohlsen model will be used for all group counseling. 114°

The Ohlsen model used in the I . C . U. program :

attempts

"•

•

•

to help

prospective counselors and practicing counselors understand the dynamics
of therapeutic groups , to recognize and use the therap�utic forces
within a counseling group , to facilitate changes in their clients '
behavior, and to help clients learn to assist others while they obtain
assistance for themselves.

,,41.

It would appear that the employment of

a basic model for group counseling (such as the Ohlsen model) is a sounq
practice because it provides the novice counselor with a solid base to
build his group counseling skills upon.

2.

Working with Parents

The second area of developmental training to be examined in relation
to the counseling intern ' s role is that of the Intensive Care Unit ' s
parent program.

The intern will be required to deal quite extensively

with the participating parents, both formally and inform.ally, at school
and in private home s .

The intern will be called upon to help insure

erfective communim tion between home and school.

He will be dealing

with many concerns of both parents and children, such a s:

keeping

parents informed as to their children ' s academic and social progress
(or lack of same) ; developing a deeper understanding of the child ' s
behavior by more fully understanding his home situation; and, attempting
to serve as a negotiating influence in the more serious parent/child
disputes.

In order to meet these commitments to the parents, the novice

cotmselor should be able to rely upon certain tools which wi.ll aid him
in dealing with parents .
40 Ibid. , p. 3 .
41Merle M. Ohlsen, Group Counseling (New York :
Winston, Inc . , 1970 ) , p . ix.

Holt , Rinehart and
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Five of those tools which have been shown to be effective in appreaching and dealing with parents in the r . c . u . program are program
introduction, parent group meetings, newsletters, home visits, and
parental counseling .

A brief explanation of these five areas may pro-

vide a fuller -understanding of just how extensive the intern ' s experience is in relation to parent participation.
a.

Program Introduction

Program introduction is merely .an orientation procedure which
introduces the parent to the program (or curriculum) in· which his child
will be working.

This task is accomplished through the use of such

pro cedures as letters of introduction, orientation meetings between parents
and staff members , or

by

formal presentations .

The intern will help

in any possible way to "orient parents of prospective I . C .U. students
as to the various nuances of the program. 1142
b.

�arent Group Meetings

A second tool used in dealing with parents of children in the I . C . U.
program is that of parent group meetings.
parent effectiveness training groups.
a child

management

children . 1143

"The intern will help co-lead

These groups will be oriented to

model and empathy skills approach in regard to their

This particular tool has been used quite extensively

by

the I . C . U . program and is closely aligned with the concerns of Wesley
Becker in his book, Parents are Teachers.

The parent effectiveness

program certainly has, in part , "been designed to help parents learn
. .

to be more effective teachers of their children . 1144
42James ,

The parent group

"An Intern Proposal . . . , " p . 4 .

44wesley C . Becker, Parents are Teachers (Champaign:
p . 1.

1971) '

Research Press,
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meetings also deal with the development of more effective conmrunication
skills.

The parents learn new ways of listening to and communicating

with other family members.

These parent group meetings allow the intern

to meet and know the parents of many of his students and the meetings
hold a great instructional value as well .

c.

Program Newsletter

The I . C .U. definition of the newsletter will supply sufficient
explanation of that particular tool.

Interns will acquire skill in publishing brief synopses of the
weekly happenings of the I . C . U . sections.
This will be done in
newsletter format with emphasis upon readibility and not pedantry. 45

The newsletter keeps the parent informed of his child ' s group
activities and serves primarily as another link of communication between
the parent and the intern .

d.

Home Visits

The fourth area of parent involvement which is of concern here is
that of the home visit.

The home visit is probably one of the most

rigorous tests of the PPS intern 1 s personal courage, social adeptness
and active concern with student s 1 problems.

The home visit requires

the intern to meet with parents (or entire families, if necessary) on
their ''home turf" , rather than within the more secure confines of the
school setting .

Nevertheless, the home visit is an invaluable tool in

dealing with school problems that stem from disharmony within the home
and family situation.

In many instances, the home visit is the most

45James, "An Intern Proposal

•

•

.

, " p . 4.
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efficient or effective way of dealing with a problem

( it

may be the

)

onl
y way to deal with it , and the successful intern is one who is
willing to deal with the problem under those conditions .

e.

Parental Counseling

/

The final area of concern in relation to parent intern involvement
is that of parental counseling .

There are many occasions when a student ' s

·
problem i s not his alone, and the solution to that problem may very well
rest upon behavior changes within other members of his family group .
When this situation occurs, it lies incumbent upon the PPS intern to
employ whatever skills he may consider effective, whether it be those
he developed during his college career or those he attalned through
working with the various parent involvement tools dealt with above .
Despite the course which he chooses in working with parents, his
professional counseling ability to foster personal growth and behavioral
change in those with whom he is dealing is an imperative ingredient
for his success within the realm of pupil personnel services.

The

experiential understandings the prospective PPS Specialist receives
during his internship will provide an invaluable source of knowledge for
the duties he will be performing as a PPS Specialist one day.

They will

serve as a springboard across the dark and mysterious chasm of "where
to go, what to do, and how to do it , " once he finds himself em.barking
upon a career in pupil personnel services.

One area within that store

house of knowledge will have to be well stocked with experience and under
standing in dealing with parents.
Parents are an integral part of the schooJ. situation and it is im
portant that their needs and problems be dealt with , if possible.

The
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OSPI realizes the importance of parental input and concern within the
educational setting when it quotes a parent in its section on school
goverance in

·_.\.ction Goals " as saying,

"'I

don ' t feel that I

am

an

expert in curriculum, but I do know what I want the schools to do for
6
my children. ' ,i4- .

Parental concern is graphi c within the realm of

pupil personnel services, due to the affective nature of most personnel
areas and due to the humanistic approach used to deal with those areas
of student life within the schools.

Parents are concerne� with the

social, emotional and physiological ·adjustment and well being of their
children.

It is the personnel services worker ' s responsibility to insure

that the parents are an integral part of their children ' s educational
and interpersonal adjustment .

J.

Professional Staff Meetings
-

Another area of developmental training for our PPS counseling internship is that of professional staff meetings.

There are primarily two

types of staffings in which the I . C . U . PPS interns participate; these consist of the intern meetings and the teacher planning sessions.

This

paper will look at each of these group meetings and determine what value
they hold for the training of prospective PPS Specialist s .

a.

Intern Meetings

The I . C . U . intern meetings are held on a weekly basis throughout the
school year and each session lasts approximately

2t

hours.

During this

. .

time , the interns discuss whatever aspects of the situation they feel
to be relevant .

p.

The time is used to share ideas that have worked for

.
'
46office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction , Action Goal�...!.�
7
.
6
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certain members of the intern staff, to discuss specific problem cases,
to listen to and critique one another ' s tape recorded counseling sessions
and to work with any other pertinent topics which are presented .
purpose of the intern meetings as stated in the

I. C . U.

The

1 s "An Intern

Proposal" is "To acclin:ate interns to the team approach, a basic encounter group of the interns will meet to work on and discuss problems

I

arising from the internship . 1147

The concept of peer group encounters

has been used extensively in the

I . C. U.

intern staffings and is a

valuable vehicle for sharing ideas and coopera tively attacking problem
areas .
b.

Teacher Planning Sessions

The second type of staffing in which the

I . C .U.

PPS Specialist

intern participates is that of the "teacher planning sessions . "

These

meetings include the entire I . C . U. staff (teachers� aides, interns,
community service agency representatives �· and program director) and
are designed to provide adequate program planning through the use of
.

open conmrunication , organizS:ion and discussion of problem areas.
Teacher planning sessions :
A vital part of the curriculum and
behavior approach to be taken in the I . C .U. program is the
teacher planning sessions.
Sessions will be devoted to encoun
tering each other on a professional level and helping each team
member understand his contribution to the program by looking at
his own strengths and weaknesses.
Further , the team approach
will be used in planning for the program as a whole and for
individual students within the program.�8

It

is obvious that the team concept is basic to the functioning

of the teacher planning sessions, as it is throughout the entire

47Jame s , "An Intern Proposal.
48 Ibid.

•

•

, " p.

5.

I . C.U.
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program.

Here again, the intern plays an integral role in the pupil

personnel services team.
the team.

"Fach intern is important to the dynamics of

He will be expected to be involved as an equal and contributing

member to the teaching team. 1149

This paper proposes that the staffings

described above serve as very fine training experience for the intern and
contends that each intern should have the additional responsibil
serving as chairman for some of those meetings.

lty of

As a PPS Specialist,

today ' s intern may be tomorrow's PPS team leader and his experience as
a staff chairman would prove invaluable to him in his future position.

4.

Individual Counseling

Counseling of individual students will be performed as is needed,
whether it be the intern, supervisor, teacher or student himself who
feels such counseling necessary.

This area of developmental training

should find the intern already equipped with certain professional skills
and theoretical understandings from his formal education background.

The

program in which the PPS counseling intern particip�tes will not impose
an emphasis upon the employment of arry particular theory of counseling.
Nevertheless, the PPS Specialist serving in ' the supervisory capacity will
be readily available to help the intern with his individual counseling
skills whenever needed.

Other sources of assistance are available

to the intern through the program and through the cooperating university
where the intern received his formal training.

Within the program, the

intern may receive professional advice from his peers--the other interns
and counselors working with the program, or from reading professional
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literature which deals with the learning and practice of counseling
theories and skills.

The cooperating university will make the faculty

of its counseling department readily available to assist its interns
in any

mann

er considered necessary.

These sources should prove help-

to the intern, but it remains
. his personal responsibility to

.

.ful

develop the skills required of the practicing counselor.
5.

Classroom Meetings
\

The fifth area of developmental training for the PPS counseling
intern deals with the concept of classroom meetings.
meeting concept was developed
extensively

in

The classroom

by Dr. William Glasser and has been used

the I . C . U . program ·as a viable method for facilitating

student discussions of

any

topics which they consider relevant .

Class-

room meetings are an invaluable aid to the intern in learning exactly
"

how his students think and feel about things, therefore providing the
intern with a fuller understanding of his students ' world. Once inside
..
.
that world, accepted as a functioning member of that world, the intern
can lead the students to different levels of understanding and to
different fields of experience.
11 •

•

•

Glasser defines classroom meetings as

meetings in which the teaCher

(or

in·· this case, the PPS inter&

leads a whole class in a nonjudgemental--.discussion about what is important
50
to them. "
The key words from the previous quote are "nonjudgemental"
and "relevant"--herein lie the criteria for f'acilitating a valid classroom meeting experience.

The classroom meeting is an effective tool for

the pupil personnel worker .

As previously stated, it is a tool which

allows entrance into the world of the students and allows the PPS worker
50William . Glasser, Schools W,tthout Failur� (New York:
.
1969 ) ' p . 122.

Harper and Row,

to share the experience of that world.

The PPS intern may find it to

be a useful tool indeed when he crosses over into the field of public

education .

6.

Professional Literature

An obvious fact in the continuing success of

ariy

professional ' s

career would appear to be that the individual must remain current in
the happenings of his chosen profession.

The PPS intern should be

encouraged to maintain appropriate habits concerning the study of
professional literature.
7.

Measuring Instruments

As a future school counselor or PPS Specialist, the counseling
intern will find personal experience in the selection and adliliilistration
of measuring instruments extremely helpful.

The counseling intern should

be required to work extensively with such measuring instruments as sociograms, standardized tests and personality inventories, and should be

capable of accurately evaluating their result s.

The OSPI views the

need for adequate testing services to be critical.

"Action Goals"

voices the OSPI 1 s concern when it states that "Several witnesses
criticized schools for their inability to accurately evaluate student · ·
strengths and weaknesses. 115 1

The PPS intern must learn to criti cally

evaluate the instruments he intends to employ, in order to assure
. .

that they are valid, reliable, usable and above all fair .
.

.

The intern

must learn to determine when a test designed to be helpful may in
actuality be hurtful to his students .

He must be sensitive to particular

510ffice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Action ..9o�l,?..!..!...!...,
p. ll7.
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negative aspects of testing--for example, the charges which have been
levied against certain instruments for being culturally biased.

"Action

Goals" states that critics have ''blamed current testing devices and
evaluation methods as designed to weigh intelligence and achievement of
students from white,' middleclass ba.ckgrounds. 1152

T�s study proposes

that the intern will best learn to deal with such problems by working
with them experientially.

Once more, it appears that a supervised in

ternship provided as a buffer between the graduaie counseling student and
his first professional employment as a PPS Specialist would be one
method of assuring that he will be capable of meeting OSPI goals in
pupil services.
8.

Preparation of Field Study

If' the position of the PPS specialist is to be placed within a
truly professional framework, it is important that a background source
consisting of empirical investigations be established commensurate with
that of other professional fields .

It is therefore necessary for the

PPS Specialist to be experienced in primary research and investigation.
The PPS internship would appear to be the ideal situation in which a
prospective PPS Specialist could learn to work with and evaluate primary '
research.

This paper proposes that each PPS intern be required to complete

a field study that deals with some pertinent aspect of his internship.
His study would serve a two-fold purpose; it wo:o.ld supplement the store
house of inf'ormation being established in the personnel services field
and would also provide the intern with a valuable, in-depth experience
in field research.
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9.

Supervision of Practicum Students

Another area of developmental training used to prepare the PPS
counseling intern for his eventual supervisory role as a PPS Specialist
This study pro-

is that of student-counselor training and supervision.

poses that one acceptable method for developing ski3=ls as a supervisor
of personnel is · .through the actual process of supervision.

Therefore,

it is recommended that the PPS intern be assigned supervisory responsibilities over fifth year graduate students in the personnel fields who
are considered practicum students (practice counselors
etc . ) .

�·

social workers ,

The intern ' s responsibility as a supervisor will be aligned with

those of the PPS Specialist--he will aid and direct the practicum student
in all pertinent matters .

He will listen to and critique the practicum

student 's· counseling tapes, allow the student to witness and conduct
classroom meetings, encourage him to participate in staff meetings,
schedule group counseling sessions for him, teach him to work with parents,
and expose him to a:rry other area of experience crucial to the practicing
school · . counselor .

The practicum student will be accepted as a functioning

member of the personnel team and will share the responsibility of that
team throughout the duration of his practicum.
of developmental training is ·�tvofold :

(1)

The purpose of this area

The counseling intern receives

the invaluable experience of actually supervising other prospective
personnel workers; and ,
..

(2)

the practicum student has the _experience of

.

an in-depth, well supervised experience in a "real " setting where he is
accepted as a functioning team member .
The graduate students ' practicum exp�riences within .-this framework
will be far more extensive than was formerly the case.

If possible, the
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practicum should involve the entire second hall of the public school
year.

There are two reasons which would seem to justify using the

second semester for the practicum training .

The first reason is that

the PPS intern will probably need the first semester to gain an adequate
understanding of his job functions and to practice his role within the
personnel team before supervising a counseling student.

Another very

important reason for waiting until the second semester is that the prac
ticum student will have time to better prepare him.sell With formal
course work within the university structure before practicing his
counseling skills with public school student s .

The practicum student

:;should be in residence during time segments which would allow him to
work with a.ll aspects of student life within the school to which he
is assigned .

This concept will require the intern to serve with more

of a "full-time " status than has traditionally been the case in practi
cum experience.

Practical, firsthand experience as a staff member within

a closely supervised but not strongly controlled or contrived environment
is a very fine

way for a beginning counselor to learn and practice the

skills of his chosen profession .

CHAPTER IV

A.

Introduction
This final chap.ter of the study will be devoted to the expression

of conclusions and reconnnendations based upon the material presented
in the earlier chapters.

It is hoped that the conclusions drawn in

this chapter will hold some value in determining the future role of
pupil personnel services training within the State of Illinois.

The

reconnnendations presented in this chapter will hoperuJ.ly be employed
as starting points for the development of the PPS Specialist concept
using an internship as the vehicle in the pursuit of that concept .

This

chapter will be organized in coordination with the format presented
..

in Chapter III, and will present conclusions and reconnnendations for

each of th� major training categories concerned .

A summary conclusion

and recommendation will complete the �hapter.

B.

Team Approach

CONCLUSIONS
It would appear that the team concept , as developed in Chapter III
..
o f this study, would provide the PPS intern w;ith a comprehensive training
experience, due to the. diversity of the various team members ' roles
and the nature of the holistic approach to problem areas.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based upon the goals prepared
to include that vhi ch vould "

by OSPI

in relation to pupil services,

implement the nev team approach to
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pupil personnel services, n53 it is reconnnended that the team approach
to PPS Specialist intern training, as prescribed in this study, be
a ccepted in order to provide the intern a broad base of training
experience.
C.

Inservice Workshops

CONCLUSIONS
This study contends that the university cannot possibly equip
its pro spective PPS worker with all of the necessary tra.ining through
its formal education program alone .

It is imperative that the student,

or in this instance the intern, be allowed to learn to use new tools
and practice newly developed skills within an experiential setting.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Two methods of on-the-job training--those of inservice workshops
and developmental training--have been discussed in this study, and these
methods should prove profitable in the establishment, of
ship.

a:n:y PPS intern

The inservice workshops should be a type of formal training,

sponsored

by

the district for whom the intern i·s working and designed

to fit that district ' s specific needs .

Developmental training should

also take� place under the cognizance of the sponsoring program and should
be intended to develop the intern ' s professional skills through actual
participation .

D.

Group Counseling

CONCLUSIONS
The PPS counseling intern will need to develop the ability to
sponsor group counseling activities in preparation for his future

53Ibid . , p . 11s.
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duties as a school counselor or PPS Specialist.

A developmental training

experience in group counseling would help prepare the intern to perform
such duties.
RECOMMENDATIONS
A counseling internship should include developmental training
in group counseling activities.

The employment of a basic group

counseling model (such as the Ohlsen model mentioned in Chapter III)
would provide the intern with a good base for the practice of group
counseling skills.

E.

Parent Programs

CONCLUSIONS
Anyone working in the pupil rersonnel areas of the public schools
will be coming into frequent contact with parents of student s .
order to deal effectively with the problems presented

by

In

parents, the

PPS Specialist should have some valid training during his internship
wherein parents are of primary concern .
RECOMMENDATIONS
During his internship, the PPS intern should have person-to-person
experienc e in dealing with parents.

His developmental training should

include methods of establishing both written and verbal communications
with parents and should require the intern to deal with real parent
problems, both within the school setting and in the home .

F.

Staff Meetings

CONCLUSIONS
In order for a PPS team to £'unction appropriately, effective
channels must be maintained for open communication between team members.
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One very effective method of assuring adequate communication channels
is that of professional staff meetings.

Staff meetings provide the

PPS team with an efficient situation within which problems may be
dealt with cooperatively through a holistic approach.
RECOMMENDATIONS
A PPS intern training program should assure that the PPS intern
will be an active member of professional staff meetings designed to deal
with problems facing the sponsoring program.

The meetings should include

the entire PPS staff, as well as resource members from cooperating
agencies, and should concentrate on effecting a team approach to the
solution of problems .

G.

Individual Cotmseling

CONCLUSION
The PPS counseling intern should bring an adequate understanding
of cotmseling theory (as pertains to individual cotmseling) with him
into the p�ogram.

It should not be the responsibility of the intern

training program to develop a theory of individual counseling for the
intern.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Although the program is not responsible for the development of the
intern ' s cotmseling theory, the intern is expected to refine his
cotmseling ability through on-the-job cotmseling experience provided
by the program, and the PPS Specialist serving· · as his supervisor should
provide any assistance deemed facilitative to that refinement process.
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H.

Classroom Meetings

CONCLUSIONS
A successful PPS worker should be able to present himself within
the classroom situation in a

er that will alldw the students to

mann

reveal to him their true feelings and personal ·' th�ughts concerning
their world at school, at home, and in the community at large.
PPS intern must be able to facilitate

"· · ·

The

a nonjudgemental discussion

about what is important and relevant to them

[the

student§.7 . 1154

RECOMMENDATIONS
The PPS counseling intern should be required to facilitate
classroom meetings throughout his internship, in an effort to gain a
better understanding of his clients ' world .

Perhaps the most effective

resource to be used in the' understanding and role of classroom meetings
is
I.

Dr .

William Glasser ' s book, entitled Schools Without F�ilure.

Professional Literature

CONCLUSIONS '
The absolute importance of keeping abreast in the reading of
professional literature has been stated quite adequately by Stephen
D . MiJJman in his article from NASPA Journal .
apply to

all

His following statements

pupil personnel workers , not. . just the PPS interns.

I� bas by now become clear that education, especially in
its higher forms, must be a process through which one learns
how to learn. This pa:rticUlar product of the educational
process is both predicated and confounded by the accelerating
rate of change talcing place in our yorld .

54nlasser, Schools Without Failure, p . 122.
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One of the most difficult tasks, it seems to me, for a per
son who has newly entered active participation in a profession
or discipline is to find ways in which to remain conversant with
The new professional 's formal
developments in that field.
training may well equip him with initial knowledge and skills.
But a person who rests on these may soon find that his field
has headed for new horizons and in the process passed him by. 55

RECOMMENDATIONS
Millman also recommends certain tools which may help keep those
in the personnel services areas

current

in regards to professional

literature.

At least three kinds of inputs would seem beneficial
to a personal program of "in-servi ce training . "
One is
participation in various types and levels (regional, national,
etc . ) of professional meetings and activities .
Another
consists of a regular diet of current. journals and other
material in the immediate field .
A third (and ofton. la cking)
input is a monitoring of the
erature outside of, but
�
related to, student personnel.

�

J.

Measuring Instruments

CONCLUSIONS
An internship would·_ provide the novice counselor an invaluable
opportunity to work first-hand with a variety of measuring instru
ments.

OSPI has voiced its concern over the need for diagnostic

evaluation of student attributes .

The experience a prospective per-

sonnel worker would gain in the actual administration of measuring
instruments during an internship would help him meet OSPI goals
upon his forthcoming employment as a professional personnel worker.

55stephen D. ·Millman ,
(July, 1970) , p . 25 2 .
56Ibid.

"The New Professional, " NASPA Journal, VIII
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RECOMMENDATIONS
That a PPS internship program insure the intern an adequate
amount of experience in the administration,
of measuring instruments.

supervision and evaluation

An "adequate amount" may be defined to

include experience working with sociograms , a number of standardized
tests (ability, aptitude , achievement, etc . ) , and personality inventories .

K.

Field Study

CONCLUSIONS
�I

A field study concerned with empirical investigation, a s explained in Chapter III of this study, would provide the PPS intern
with an opportunity to understand the dynamics <i' primary research.
It would also serve as a supplement to the existing source of scientific
information concerning pupil personnel work, therefore reinforcing
the professional status of pupil personnel services .
RECOMMENDATIONS
Each PPS intern should be required to submit a field study
concerning some pertinent aspect of his intern experience;.'.

The

format and development of the field study should concur with standards
to be established

L.

by

the OSPI personnel services division .

Supervision of Practicum Students

' CONCLUSIONS
It is important that the. PPS counseling intern gain some practical
experience in the supervision of counselin� pra cticum students.

As a

PPS Specialist or a qualified supervising coun selor , the PPS intern will
'W'Ork with counseling practicum students and must have that practical
experience to draw upon in order to be an effective supervisor in the future.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
A recommendation which may be draYlll from this study is that of
establishing a minimum requirement fon anyone supervising practicum
students in counseling.

Anyone supervising counseling practicum

students should first be certified as a PPS Speciali�t w.ith a sixth
year degree in education and should be required to have completed a
full year ' s PPS counseling internship within the public schools.

The

only exception to that regulation would be in the case of the counseling
intern as described below.

The state should certify the sixth year

pupil personnel worker as a "Pupil Personnel Services Specialist"
(PPS Specialist) upon completion of his formal graduate education and
his intern experienc e .

Nevertheless, the PPS counseling intern

should also have some experience in the supervision of practicum
students and the supervising PPS Specialist should provide the intern
that opportunity under close professional scrutiny.

M.

Summary Conclusion and Recommendation

SUMMARY CONCLUSION
It appears that there may be a gap in the state.
w.ithin the field of education.

The gap exists

Wtihin the field of education there

ax:i.sts a void in the realm of school counselor training.
0£:.the chasm is the present

array

w.ithin the university �tructure .

On one side

of counselor education programs
The prospective counselor struggles

up the grade on that side of the chasm, gradually collecting tools
which he w.ill need in order to perform his duties when he reaches the
top of the educational grade and crosses over into a paid position in
the educational field.

Upon graduation, he reaches the ridge of the

grade and stands with his collection of tools overlooking the grim
spectre of the chasm.

On the other side of the chasm is his professional
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future--a school counselor ' s position somewhere within the State of
Illinois.

The novice counselor is then faced with the unfortunate

necessity o�jumping the gap and he realizes there are but three con
sequences facing him:

(1)

he may jump for the other side of the chasm

but smash into a wall upon which he cannot find an adequate grasp,
falling into a chasm and washing out of the education field;

(2.).

he

may lay aside a great deal of the valuable tools he gathered throughout
his formal counselor education experience and make the jump to the
existing educational structure, but find himself' helple ss when he
gets there; or

(J)

he may be a superman who is able to make the jump

with all of his tools and establish himself in his own way when he
reaches the side of professional school employment.
There are few supermen.
What is needed is a bridge.
If the field of counselor education was to ' find a method of
bridging the chasm, of not sending the novice into the dark and abrupt
unkown that exists between his formal educational experien ce and
the sudden employment of his newly acquired skills , : it would indeed
be doing him a great servi ce.

The counselor education program would

also be doing a great servi ce to the school and its students for
which the novice counselor is bound .

The intent of this study has been

to identify a method which may be 11sed to esta:blish that badly needed
bridge between formal training and practical experience.

It is impera

tive that the: novice be capable of firmly establishing his position upon
arrival in his new field so that he will not be easily intimidated and
unduly influenced by others within his particular·: setting.

Within

an established educational institution there are often administrators or
experienced faculty members who impose their own interpretations of
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counseling services upon the novice counselor .

When this occurs, the

fledgling counselor may find himself spending more time in scheduling
classes, in unnecessary testing or in disciplining students than he
does in personal and group counseling or in career and vocational
guidance.

An internship will allow the novice to enter the field

of education as a professional who is capable of determining his own
course.
This study has identified the PPS internship as a possible vehicle
for meeting the needs of pupil services in Illinois as identified
OSPI in Action Goals . . . .

by

The PPS internship in this std:y has been

designed to help meet the general OSPI PPS goal stated in Action
Goals

•

.

.

, intended "to provide,

by 1981, effective , comprehensive, and

coordinated pupil services to all students in Illinois . 1157

The internship

will help bring about "effective " and "comprehensive" pupil services :
because of the extensive training provided the intern .

The internship

will help bring about "comprehensive" and "coordinated" pupil services
in the schools because PPS services are identified within a team concept
in this study (in keeping with OSPI goals identified earlier) .

SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION
It will be necessary to conduct a pilot program to determine the
effectiveness of the internship proposed

by

this study.

It is

important to determine on what scale and at what level the internship
program should be effected.

It is felt that the best method for im-

plementing the program would involve a school system large enough to
provide training in all of the personnel areas discussed in Chapter III
57Qffice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction , Action Goals
p . 118.

•

.

.

,
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of this study.

It will be necessary to enlist the support and

aid of the cooperating university as well as the department of OSPI
pupil personnel services.

The program should be large enough·· to sup

port at least one intern in each of the PPS Specialist training areas
(counseling, school psychology, and social work) .
The OSPI will have to help support the internship training program
financially; and will have to identif'y by locale whether a program is
to

operated within a school district, an educational service region

be

or a special education district (depending upon the needs, facilities
and intern training opportunities of the locale itself) .
The PPS internship proposed in this study is one method which may
serve to bridge the gap for the novice counselor between formal educat.ID n
and practical e�erience.

An internship would allow the novice PPS

worker to aCC{.'\lire and practice new skills within a truly experiential
framework, therefore preparing

him

to serve somewhat autonomously as a

professio�l in his first professional full-time school position.

If

the pupil personnel field in general (and the school counseling field
in

particular) is ever to be considered a true profession, the field

must require training commensurate with that of other professional
areas.

The employment of a PPS internship. as described in this study

may provide that necessary training.
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